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Frankfort Watchline
By John Nichols

Analyzing Elections
Is Easy Afterward

' Frankfort - What an easy task it is

to analyze an election after the

races are over. To assign blame, to

pluck out of the air all the political

ptional behind what the voters did.

; Well, we're going to have our
semi-annu- go at it, and who can
Challenge us? Ours is most likely as

good as theirs.

; To us, the defeat of the proposed

Jnnual sessions and "cluster"
mendments is perhaps more

fcicaningful than the outcome of the

legislative and the Jefferson and
fayette County contests. It reinforces

view which seems to have become
hakier in these modem timess . . .

Jhat Kentuckians just won't want
jnyone messing around with their
ijonstitution unless they can be shown

valid reason for it.

; The last time they did tinker with
jhe ancient document it was a few

years ago when they passed an

amendment to help senior citizens
Require homestead exemptions. But
even now, we're hearing some
iumblings around these legislative halls

that the homestead exemption is not
tloing what it was intended to do.

"iue, it's helping the elderly, but
lometimes the elderly and poor - who
truly could use some financial help are

Tiot one and the same.
S The people rejected annual sessions

Jour years ago and have done so again.

When will the lawmakers learn that the
yotcrs are not convinced that the path
3o strength and integrity in their
branch of government is to meet more

jpftcn?

; This, you'll recall, was a recurring
3 he me of pro-annu- sessions advocates
i . . that to prevent continued
domination by the governor, they
Jiceded to become stronger, and to
become stronger they need to meet
ivcry year, and so on.
; We feel that one answer to that is

ahat the courage to stand up to a
governor has no bearing whatever on

3iow often the Legislature meets.

S The other amendment, though
Jailing by the wayside by not so heavy

3 margin, was sort of a combination of
aieither fish nor fowl. Perhaps the one
section that everyone could agree with

3as that the Kentucky Railroad
Commission should have been done
a

Jbway with.
I But that sheriffs should succeed
themselves? We think there is a deep
Suspicion in local communities
throughout the state that no such

jiower ought to be given to a a law

"officer who could get entrenched to
-- the detriment of good government.
fBut that line of thinking would lead

:one to ask why practically every other
Jcounty officer is allowed to stand for

; And really, some blame should be

at the feat of the annual session

maneuver for dragging the other
5 proposal down with it.
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The education aspect of the cluster
amendment now sedms to
have provided the voter with six of this
or a half-doze- n of that At least that's
what the voter may have thought. Few
appeared to have been stirred by

allowing the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction to be appointed
rather than elected.

Now the voters get a chance to pick
their state school chief. The governor
picks the seven members of the State
Board of Education. That's the way

it's going to stay.
Otherwise, the superintendent

would have been named by an elected
board. Not an earthshaker, really,
except to those who supported it. We

guess Kentuckians want to keep
electing the man who runs their
schools.

This whole discussion underlines
the basic conservatism of this state and
its reluctance to revise any existing
checks and balances.

Meantime, the legislative races went
about the way most observers
expected, with the Democrats gaining
some in both chambers.

And, of course, this contributes
further, to the amazing decline of the
Republican Party,' "which, xome to 1

think of it, was in power here in

Frankfort only two years ago. More on
this in some future columns, but don't
be draping in the black crepe just yet
- the GOP is still alive. Maybe sick
and doing a little gasping, but still

alive.

That landslide victory of Todd
Hollcnbach in keeping his Jefferson
County judgeship also has possible
significance in the U.S. Senate race

next year. More on that, too, later.

Washington Merry -

Nixon
BY JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON - The President's
nephew, Donald A. Nixon, blamed the

President - whom he called the "great
god in the White House" - for sending
him to work in Europe for financier
Robert Vesco.

Several weeks after young Donald
arrived in Geneva lie wrote to a friend
in California and complained about
having to associate with Vesco.

"This place is beginning to get me
down due to the people I have to work
with," Donald wrote to John Meier, a
former neighbor. "Gil Straub (a Vesco
executive) is an ok guy, but this Vesco
fella and I don't get it on.

"Oh well, I got myself into this by
letting my parents and the great god in

the White House pull wool over my
eyelids. . . ."

'Good Old Lettuce'
Later in the letter, Donald said,

"I'll know where I fit in this
organization in the next couple of
weeks, that is, if I don't happen to kill
Vesco first."

Although his father, F. Donald
Nixon, once insisted to my associate
George Clifford that young Donald
worked for International Controls in

Geneva rather than Vesco's more
shady Investors Overseas Services,
Donald gave IOS as his return address.
In a July 1971 letter, Donald wrote:

"I believe this to be something
which you and I and IOS will be able

to handle in order to bring forth vast

quantities of good old lettuce."
Donald went to join Vesco in Geneva
in July 1971. Previously, he had lived

in the California mountains with what
his father called "nippies." Tony
Ulasewicz, a former New York

Editorials

Ambition's Yoratli Center
R Entiiii JL ii

A dedicated- - group of
Southeast Jefferson County
residents has unfortunately failed
to attract much local support in
their drive for a million dollar
"vocational-recreational- " center.
But members of the Million
Dollar Youth and Community
Foundation, who may be far
ahead of the times, are not the
kind to give up easily and will
eventually be rewarded for their
efforts.

One obvious reason for the
lack of interest is the high price
tag, which many taxpayers
mistakenly believe would
inevitably lower the size of their
paychecks.

But, as spokesmen have
explained, the group is primarily
seeking contributions from about
500 national foundations "which
by their charters are interested in
giving support to this type of
project" The foundation will
also apply to educational
institutions and governmental
agencies for funds. The group has
raised about $8,000 itself
through community projects.

Fiscal Court, recognizing the
value of such a facility to the
county, recently allocated

Letters To
To the Editor:

I want to take this opportunity to
thank all of my faithful friends,
family, and voters for supporting me
in my unsuccessful bid for the 30th
Legislative District.

Before I ran for office I promised
God, family and friends that I would
always be truthful to everyone before,
during and after the election and this
promise 1 have kept. My wife, sons,
daughters, friends and I, personally
knocked ori 1 approximately ; 14,000
doors.

The spokesmen for both parties say
that Watergate had little effect on the
outcome of the election. Please don't
believe this. Nothing can be farther
from the truth. Watergate ruined and
wiped out all Republican chances for
any victory. Perhaps, the voters
over-reacte- d by not giving us a fair
chance but they had all they could
take of what was going on in
Washington, D.C. and they proved it

Go -Round

policeman who was used by the White
House for a number of varied
assignments, was sent to the
mountains to bring Donald back.

Donald's father also told Clifford
that presidential aide John Ehrlichman
had talked to young Donald at San

Clemente for several hours about
keeping his nose clean.

We recently reported that we have

affidavits from people who swear they
heard F. Donald Nixon say he never
became involved in business deals
without the permission of his brother,
the President The White House denied
any veto power over Donald's
activities

One of young Donald's letters,
however, seems to agree with the
affidavits.

In November 1971, Donald wrote
to Meier: "So far, I've met with some
pretty interisting (sic) people and have

hopes of doiig business with them.
One of them is an American citizen,
but was born in Peking and has the OK
from the WH for me to do business
with him . . . ." By "WH," Donald
apparently meant the White House.

Hughes Suing
Meier, the recipient of the letters,

once was a consultant to eccentric
billionaire Howard Hughes. Meier is

now being sued by Hughes and is

under indictment on tax charges. He
insists, however, that both the Hughes

suit and the tax case were motivated
by his business dealings with Don
Nixon and his son.

"Don told me that Ehrlichman was
having my phones tapped," Meier told
us. "That was before the IRS began its
audit of me."

In 1972, Meier was a candidate for

$5000 to the group to cover the
cost of a promotional brochure.
Foundations potentially willing
and able to supply the amount of
money needed are going to need
facts - and a lot of them --

before they offer any support
The center, in addition to

providing a swimming pool,
gymnasium and the usual
recreational opportunities, would
also have facilities for vocational
training, such as workshops for
hopeful mechanics, carpenters
and beauticians.

But one of the primary
functions of the facility would
be to serve as a laboratory to
determine the recreational needs
of the future or "to see what
kids really want to do." A

spokesman for the group said

recently that today's young
people are turned off by many of
the traditional activities. His

statement could be supported by
the ever increasing number of
drug users in our high schools,
and the high rate of vandalism in

our parks and on our streets.
Prognosticators say the future

holds a great increase in the
amount of leisure time for

The Editor
I wish only the best for my

opponent, Tom Burch. We all will

support him now so that we may have

a better community to live in, now,
and in the future.

May God bless each and everyone
of you.

Jim McFerran
7405 Fegenbush Ln.

To the Editor:
1 v, would . like Jo rv take j this-- j

"i: opportunity to expreis aancefc

thanks to all who helped in any way in

my campaign for to the
State Senate. Your effort on my
behalf is deeply appreciated.

My family and 1 are happy to be a

part of the 34th District and proud of
the support received from the people
in the past. It has been a privilege
serving you the last 10 years and 1 am
most grateful.

Walters. Rcichcrt
4909 E. Manslick Road.

the Democratic nomination for U.S.

senator in New Mexico. During that
campaign, there was a break-i- n at the

office of Meier's campaign manager,
Thomas Benavides, in Alberquerque.
Benavides, who was a leader in the
New Mexico Democrats for Nixon
movement during the presidential
campaign, told us nothing was taken
from his office except papers
belonging to Meier.

The burglars, however, did not get
Meier's papers on his relationship with
the Donald Nixons.

FOOTNOTE: Vesco is now a

fugitive in Costa Rica, where President
Jose Figueres has refused to extradite
him to stand trial in the United States.
Former Attorney General John
Mitchell and former Commerce
Secretary Maurice Stans, indicted with
Vesco for conspiracy, are awaiting trail
in New York.

The Enemy List
The discovery of a White House

"enemies list" last June brought
denials that the catalogued "enemies"
had been marked for government
harassment. The list was intended
merely as a social guide, it was said,
for issuing White House invitations.

The tut tuts from the White House,

however, have now been exploded by
teh American Liberties Union,
which has been investigating what
happened to those on the famous list
Probing questionnaires were sent to
189 "enemies" and answered by 95.

Although the final findings are still

under lock and key in the office of
project director Doug Leas, we have

obtained a preliminary report:
The Internal Revenue Service,

despite all its denials, has pursued an

Americans. Who knows what
kids who are bored today will do
for "fun" under such conditions?

A million dollars is a lot of

Fuel Crisis
Have Been

For poor old John Q. Public,

it's hartTly been a dull year.

Miserable perhaps, but not dull.
We've been buffeted by inflation,
dismayed by Watergate and its
coverup, repelled by a vice

president whose greed destroyed
him, impoverished by high food

prices, clobbered by high interest
rates, and wondering what on

earth could happen to us next
Now we know. President

Nixon told us the other night
Our energy problem is now an
energy crisis. -

It's going to take some time
for the full impact of the energy
crisis to sink in, but it is all too
clear that a lot of people are
going to be hurt, some of them
badly. Most of the ones who

aren't being hurt are going to be
inconvenienced.

And some are going to get
rich.

Most economists have
preached that the energy
shortage was on its way for
years, as a rapidly expanding
American society kept calling for
more and more power. We would
have faced the problem even
without our dependence on
Middle Eastern oil, but the Arab
oil blackmail has brought it to a
.head.

Whatever comes out of this,
our way of life will be
profoundly altered.

We are promised gasoline
rationing before next spring. We

can hardly wait to try to fathom
the rash of inequities this will
bring!

Some homes, depending on
heating oil, are cold already, and
winter hasn't even come.

unusual number of President Nixon's
"enemies." 'Some 28 per cent of the
replies reported tax audits, a far higher
percentage than tlie national average
for similar time periods and income
brackets.

The tax victins included Sen.
Walter Mondale, a potential
Democratic presidential contender;
Common Cause Chairman John
Cardner; New York Post editor James
Wechsler; and United Auto Workers
President Leonard Woodcock; to name
a few. Noted Mondale: "I have no
knowledge, of course, whether the IRS
audit was related to the fact that I was
on that list." Gardner took the same
attitude. "We are so completely open
in operations," he said, "We have not
given the matter further thought."

Tapped Phones
Some 19 per cent reported their

phones had been tapped, and another
12 per cent thought it likely. Among
those who felt they were under
electronic surveillance were Rep. Ron
Dellums, and Rep. Bella
Abzug, both vigorous Nixon
critics. Ms, Abzug, for example, heard
a third voice cut in on a telephone
conversation she was having with
Assemblyman Al Blumenthal in 1971
She "called in a private investigator
who confirmed that my phone was
being tapped," she reported.

A full 23 per cent were subjected to
federal investigations, other than tax
probes, by the FBI or other agencies.
Former Ambassador to India John
Kenneth Galbraith reported one of his
speeches had been monitored by
"Army intelligence agents." Rep.
Parren Mitchell, was
investigated by the FBI after he got
copies of the Media, Pa., FBI files.

Blames President

dough. But then, these, people
are big thinkers. All they want
from local residents is moral
support.

Might
Averted

Some mining equipment,
factories and agricultural
machinery are having troubles,
and the crunch is just beginning.

The powerful natural gas and
oil lobbies among others are
stampeding us to forget about
problems of ecology in this
emergency. We'll have to choose
between not freezing and not
breathing.

And the pressure for higher
prices will keep the inflationary
spiral whirling along.

There is a hazy ray of
sunshine amidst all the gloom.
The Louisville area and the Ohio
River Valley may have less
problems than many areas of the
nation. We aren't hurting as
much as some regions on natural

gas supplies; we have access to
coal on which the nation will be
increasingly dependent; ,to
generate our electricity; and the
long-rang- e weather experts are ;

predicting that in these parts it's !

going to be a mild winter.

Let us be grateful for small .

favors. j

Yet, like the rest of the 1

country, we share an uneasy, ,,;

sinking feeling that the country
is in a state of drift. We suspect f7

that .W" administrator n

fcoHf; with jscr Ji;.is
own making would have
provided leadership on the
matter when it counted. If there

is any way for Nixon's
popularity to sink even lower,
the energy crisis will provide it
It could indeed turn out to be

the ultimate, cataclysmic, final
crisis of Mr. Nixon's"
crisis-studd- ed political life.

JACK ANDERSON

Smaller percentages reported;
burglaries (though unsure whether the
government committed them),;
"punitive enforcement actions," mail
interception, corporate contract
problems and (in the case of some
groups) infiltration by Nixon asentV

Some of the harassment was more
unique. For example, Walter Heller, af
former economic adviser to President
Kennedy, was supposed to be':

to the board of the Federal
National Mortgage Association. Heller?
learned that the White House
requested he be asked to "step down.";:
Heller, burdened with the job anyway,'
happily complied. ?

Heller suggested there was
"remote possibility" that his son, also '

named Walter Heller, had been turned X

down for a National Science1
Foundation grant renewal because I
"the sins of the father were being;,
visited on the son." He noted: "It's
the kind of thing one can't help
thinking, given the mentality that lies ,
behind the list."

Former Los Angeles Times reporter
Stuart Loory told how he had written f
a personality sketch which irritated
Dr. Henry Kissinger. The annoyed j;
Kissinger called in Loory's boss and
told him, so Loory reported: "I don't I1

care who you send to cover the White !

House, but I never want to see Stuart
Loory again."


